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Announcements

I No HW this week
I Next HW assigned this week, due next Th
I Midterms. . .

Sponsored Search: “Mesothelioma” Sponsored Search

Sponsored Search
There is big money in paid search advertising:

Sponsored Search
Keywords with most revenue (clicks x cost per click):



Sponsored Search

How does this all work?

Board work: sponsored search as a matching market

VCG Mechanism

Auction mechanism for matching markets. General setup:

I Ask buyers to announce valuations for items (need not be
truthful!)

I Assign items to buyers
I Charge price pij to buyer j if she receives item i

Problem: people may lie. How can we do this so that announcing
true valuation is a dominant strategy?

VCG Mechanism

I Ask buyers to announce valuations for items
I Compute optimal assigment of items to buyers using announced

valuations (how?)
I Charge price pij to buyer j if she receives item i based on VCG

mechanism

Board work: derive VCG mechanism

VCG Mechanism Recap (1)

Setup:

I Sellers S, buyers B
I V S

B : maximum total valuation of perfect matchings with this set
of sellers and buyers

I B − j: set of buyers with j removed
I S − i: set of sellers with i removed
I V S

B−j : how well bidders other than j would do if buyer j does
not participate

I V S−i
B−j : how well bidders other than j do if buyer j does

participate

VCG Mechanism Recap (2)

VCG price when buyer j gets item i = “harm” done to other
buyers by allocating item i to player j:

pij = V S
B−j − V S−i

B−j

(value when i doesn’t participate) - (value when i does participate)

Correctness of VCG

Claim: telling the truth is a dominant strategy for buyers in the
VCG mechanism

Proof sketch on board



Generalized Second Price Auctions

The VCG mechanism is not used in practice. Search engines have
converged instead on the Generalized Second Price (GSP) Auction.

Can you guess how this works?

Assign slots in order of bids. For the ith slot, charge the prices of
the (i+ 1)st highest bid.

Generalized Second Price Auctions

Some facts about GSP:

I Invented by Google
I Truth-telling is not a dominant strategy. Example
I There can be multiple Nash equilibria. Example
I But there is always one that is socially optimal
I Because there can be multiple equilibria, it is hard to make

specific theoretical predictions

Discuss: then why does Google use it?


